UPDATE LETTER
JUNE 2019, PHILIPPINES

Digging into the
children’s letters (Part 1)
Dear friends,
Starting with this issue, I am writing to you
about more personal topics that concern
you and the child or project that you are
supporting. The regular and occasional
activities that you usually read in the past
will be posted instead on our website
pagasasociacenter.org as there is more
space there where you can enjoy more photos
too.
Moving forward, how is your vacation going?
Have you already gone to the beach or
climbed up a mountain? Or did you just
stay at home this time reading “your” child’s
letter or writing one for him/her? Or did you
already send a letter for “your” child and
waiting for an answer?
Talking about letters, in one way or another,
you, the child, and Pag-asa may feel like
we are shouting into a void. We put our
letter out into the universe and hope for a
timely response. There are times we are also
slowpokes or worse fall constantly busy that
perhaps we already make each other feel not
important by not writing back on time.
While we don’t want to make you feel
not important when we do not respond
immediately, the cause of delay from Pag-asa
is that there are times when the child who
was scheduled to write, suddenly has school
commitments that they needed to attend to
or it so happened that the child went for a
vacation to a nearby province, or something
bad happened in the family (like someone
getting sick or having an accident). There
are also times when there are no available
translators.
Digging deeper into the child’s letter, we also
want to take this opportunity to ask for your
understanding if there are times when the
child or our translator misspelled your name.

This happens mostly to European sponsors.
We Filipinos are not used to European names.
Yes, it is basic, but I can’t tell you how many
letters I have already corrected for Guiseppe
or Giusepe – and when I do, I find myself
instantly annoyed thinking that this child has
been writing to Giuseppe two times each year
for many years now and yet this child could
still not write it correctly. But misspelling does
not end in writing your name though. Our
translators get sad seeing that many children
could not spell correctly anymore both in
Filipino and English. I want to stay optimistic
and pretend that they are just doing that on
purpose to be “in”, otherwise our language is
doomed.
In their attempt to shorten text messages on
mobile phones, the children have transformed
it into a unique language that produces new
words and phrases by intentionally threading
together misspelled words without syntax and
abundantly pinching them with punctuation
marks, thus making words longer than the
originals. For example, instead of spelling
“hello”, most of them spell it as “Eowwwh”.
I know that there are no definite rules in
the constantly evolving misspelling, which
perhaps adds to its appeal for children and
to the confusion of adults. Besides, some
children find it as an important part of their
lifestyle because it allows them to talk with
friends using coded messages beyond the
comprehension of their strict parents. This
reminds me of the time I learned writing in
shorthand and used it to my advantage.
It is a fact that languages had always evolved,
with many of the world’s tongues constantly
borrowing from one another. The history of
language has seen new forms of expression,
and using altered words in text messages is
acceptable as long as people still use formal
language in letter-writing. There is no shame
in using such new words in social media,
but for the young ones who have not been
exposed to proper English and Filipino, this
will not give them the right foundation. The
long-term effect could prove impoverish

(Left) Darren James writes to his sponsor for the first time without his mother beside him. (Right) Hannah,
a university student, helps in translating letters from Filipino to English.

Siblings April Zaira and Francis Aziel seem to
enjoy writing to their sponsors. At the back is
grandma assisting Princess Liarha in writing.

to their knowledge of grammar, and may
prevent them from landing into good jobs in
the future.
It is not a problem that exists only in Pag-asa.
This has in fact triggered enormous social
debate, with the government even declaring
an “all-out war” many years ago against this
cyber-dialect. The Catholic Church however,
defends that this is also a form of free
expression of experience, saying that what is
more important are the values behind it.
On a brighter side, we Filipinos can show our
respect even in writing by using the word “po”.
We Filipinos have a very different way of
behaving and saying things and I think it is
necessary that we clarify things on how we
behave and say things in the Philippines.
When the children write you a letter, you may
find it very casual but the truth is, they are very
respectful. If you check their letters to you, you
will always find the word “po”, at times even
repeatedly. It has no meaning on its own, it
is simply added to make a sentence more
polite-sounding. It is impossible to translate it
in other languages.
One very good example of this is when
sending a text message to a friend or
someone his/her age, the child would write
“Okay lang ako”, it would mean “I am doing
fine”. When sending a text message to elders
or someone of naturally higher standing that
he/she want/need to show respect to, the
child would write: “Okay lang po ako”, which
when translated would be the same as the
friendly one “I am doing fine” when in fact
what he/she is actually writing is “I would like
to RESPECTFULLY inform you that I am doing
fine”. “Po” is a way of expressing respect or
esteem, whether spoken or written. From the
letters you can almost “hear” their respectful
gratitude.
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Dear friends, I am well aware that not all
of you are writing to “your” child. I am not
sure though if it is because you find it difficult
to start a relationship with “your” child
through letter-writing but I guess playing to
you and “your” child’s personality or HOT
BUTTONS would help. For example, a child
who wrote that he/she received an award
from school will be very happy to read your
acknowledgment of how good he or she is.
What do you think?

PS: If you want to write to your child, please
use the following address:

Here’s wishing you a wonderful and
meaningful summer vacation!

If you do not have the possibility to continue
to help the child, it is essential to communicate
it. The notification must arrive promptly at our
office in Tagaytay. This gesture will allow us to
continue to help the child looking for another
supporter. We thank you in advance for your
cooperation.

Heero Cayasa and your Pag-asa family

Pag-asa Social Center
c/o Arlyn Laroya
P.O. Box #78
4120 Tagaytay City
Philippines
Or email us at:
pagasacenter@yahoo.com
info@pagasasocialcenter.org
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SNIPPETS OF SOME ACTIVITIES IN
THE PAST 5 MONTHS
(You can also find stories of these
snippets in our website pagasacenter.org
accompanied by galleries of photos)
February – In time with Philippine’s
15th National Dental Health Month,
Jana Vennekel and Melanie Bengel from
Germany volunteered for two weeks
with us bringing also with them dental
equipment from fellow dentists in their
region.
March - On Ballet Philippines’ 49th
season, we were invited (to become
their Share the Magic Children’s
Fund beneficiary) by no less than
the BP’s President KATHLEEN LIORLIECHTENSTEIN and its founder
National Artist for Dance, Alice Reyes
through Mary Angela Barlongay,
Business Development Officer, to come
and experience their art as the company
sets out to present a plethora of longunseen gems from its rich repertoire.
April – The staff of Pagasa, together
with Bukas Palad Foundation – Tagaytay,
and DSWD Workers took Child Safety &
Prevention of Abuse Policy seminar.
Staff and children of Pagasa participated
in the World Table Tennis Day with
coach Daniel Millare for the first time.
Since then, this sport became part of
Pag-asa’s regular activities.
June – Staff and some university student
beneficiaries of Pag-asa participated in
the World Blood Donor Day.
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(1) The respectful word “PO” was used 20 times in this letter. (2) Gale Lhianne is busy
coloring while her mother writes letter for her. (3) Some of the most common cyber-language
terms used in the Philippines appeared in this letter of our child beneficiary. (4) Melanie
Bengel, one of our two German volunteers, in action. (5) Teatro Pagasa posing for a groufie
after watching a ballet presentation. (6) One of the mother-beneficiaries of Pag-asa during the
seminar about Child Safety & Prevention of Abuse Policy. (7) Two of Pagasa staff receiving
an acknowledgement certificate during the World Blood Donor Day. (8) Two of our children
participant during the World Table Tennis Day.
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